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Total war battles kingdom crafting guide

Note: This is only used to report spam, advertising, and problematic (harassing, fighting, or vulgar) posts. Total Battle Battles: KINGDOM &gt; General Discussions &gt; Subject Details Question about crafting a weapon and stuffs, get upgraded each unit or can only give 1 unit? And once it's equipped,
can I freeze it and give it to another team? I intend to craft knight cavalry, and master craft costs about 3 times more than normal craft. I'm just wondering if you can get units with 1 normal craft. Then it takes more than 3 regular crafts to get the unit and then it takes only 1 master craft to get then you will
save it for 1 master craft. I unlock spring or composite spring, can I buy more than 1 unit? Which is better? I have four convenience stores. If I set up 2 cattle ranches, can I buy a total of 8 cattle or no more than 4 cattle? I don't see high or low land love in my sheep and cattle. Is that true? Thank you for
any answers about any of the above issues. Finally edited by the player; Ace 19, 2015 @ 10:14Pm Note: This will only be used to report spam, advertising and problematic (harassment, combat or vulgar) messages. Note: This is only used to report spam, advertising, and problematic (harassing, fighting,
or vulgar) posts. Note: This is only used to report spam, advertising, and problematic (harassing, fighting, or vulgar) posts. Edit Comments Ok, some of the things I've learned can or may not help someone. 1) There is a quarry master. He says one more quarry can be built. Ok, so it was by changing some
land to make it a good place for January 5, which allowed me not to have taken brookshire (area 4) yet. I've got it a little too close to the edge of the map, so I can't dig on one side. He was devastated to move. DON'T DO THIS! Obviously, if you fall into the construction of a quarry, it's a bonus. Now I'm
back at four quarry. The good news is, he beat Brookshire right after that. I'm going to upgrade their buildings to take my units to the 2nd. Head, head, head, head, Edit: The additional quarry seems to be on a timer. I thought it was a little cruel to take him away, but it's the dark ages again! The Master has
a timer when he is reassigned, so maybe one will work for the building. After the new conquest 5.2) If the fishing spot is within 5 of your castles, there may be ice fish in winter, no port is required. 3) Watching took me a brief moment to figure out, if you have a number, this monster was the number of
hexes away. Triangular and quite quick to understand them. Pigs Give 20 Honors, Bears 3 Crafting Materials, Wolves Gold ..... (As winter ends, mine slipped away, so he'll have to hunt those wolves again. That's where you think. 4th monster type, but I don't remember. 4) If you get to the point where you
don't really need the material, the experience is higher if you just take on a brutal task, even if you lose units in large numbers. Of course an x3 experience this can be a winning bonanza, I think I have 77 once, but at least 75 exp, with all Rank 1 units. Once I started getting some skills in units, the jobs
went much better against 15 or so to show. I am by no means an expert, only some observations after a week of the game. Oh yes, 5) You don't always have to fill a dam to upgrade the land, if you have wood, the land you want to upgrade much faster is the dam off, then these hexes are adjacent water
dams, so there is a shell around the land you want to change, upgrade and destroy the dams on the land you want voila! dry land to upgrade or fill. Then do what you want with the other dams. Community content may be used under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise specified. Other Total Battle Battles:
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